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Chapter 4
Conceptualising the Relationship
Between Tangible Cultural Heritage
and the Tourism Market

Ingeborg Mate€i€ and oliver Kesar

_1bstract   The  conceptualization  model  of the relationship  between tangible  cul-
unal  heritage  (TCH)  and  the  tourism  market  is  largely  determined  by  the  com-
plexity  of the  tourism  market  itself,  the  number  and  the  complexity  of the  rela-
tions between the stakeholders involved in the cultural heritage management (CHM)
md  tourism destination  management,  the  legislative  framework  and  the  govern-
ment policies which both the stimulation of tourism activities and preservation and
management of cultural heritage relies upon and the characteristics and value of tan-

.rible cultural heritage.  Government policies and legislation determine the balance
in the allocation of power within such relationships. Furthermore, the relationship
Tre[ween  tourism  supply-side  stakeholders  and  CMH  take  on  different  forms  and
move between dichotomies of co-operation and conflict. The stakeholders in such
relationships are numerous and diverse, which adds to the dynamics of interaction
]nd` consequently, to its complexity. The relations between  stakeholders are made
additionally complex by the characteristics of TCH as a pure or mixed public good
--here competition in consumption may or may not exist. Based on different forms
L`l- cultural heritage, there are different levels of excludability. The model is appli-
.Table in the domain of tourist attraction management as well as tourism destination

planning.

Keywords   Cultural heritage . Tourism market . Stakeholders . Relationships

i.1    Introduction

The relationships between culture and tourism are causal and can be studied through
`arious  outcomes  of their  interactions.  The  tourism  studies,  when  analysing  the
rmpact of culture on tourism, mostly refer to its economic effects. The Organisation
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for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) study analyses the relation-
ship between tourism and culture in the context of the attractiveness and compet-
itiveness of tourism destinations (OECD 2009).  However, many case studies have
shown that culture is not only the competitiveness determinant of a tourism destina-
tion (Porter  1990), but also the factor of its attractiveness (Ritchie and Zins  1978).
During the twentieth century, tourism and culture were observed as largely separate
aspects of tourism destinations. Cultural resources were perceived as a part of local
cultural heritage, predominantly related to the education of the local population and
the establishment of cultural identities, while tourism was broadly considered as a
leisure  activity  separate  from  everyday  life  and  local community  culture  (OECD
2009). Since the brink of the new millennium, the goals, mission and management
of culture and tourism have started to converge, overlap and mutually evolve.

The role of cultural assets, such as tangible and intangible cultural heritage, have
changed during the years and eventually become pull factors for temporary visitors,
but also  a factor of differentiation between  tourism destinations.  Many  studies  in
this  interdisciplinary area have proved that tourism plays an important role in the
emergence and affirmation of the concept of heritage (Gravari-Barbas 2018) to the
extent of identifying it as a "heritage producing machine" (Gravari-Barbas  2012).
In the survey on relations between tourism and culture, member states of the World
Tourism  Organization  (UNWTO)  have jointly  estimated  that  the  size  of cultural
tourism  market  across  participant countries  was  35.8%  of total  inbound  tourism
(UNWTO 2018). For that reason, it can be regarded that the investments in cultural
events and cultural heritage are "excellent means to revitalize the economy of cities"
(Galla 2012,  4)  in terms of image improvement,  urban development and increase
of destination attractiveness. The impact of culture and cultural tourism upon urban
economies is meaningful (D'Auria 2009). As a result of a tourism activity, cultural
heritage ceased to be perceived  as  a static  object  and  experienced  solely  through
conservation practices, but rather appears to be an active component of the tourism
market.  Nowadays, cultural heritage and tourism  are greatly intertwined having a
highly dynamic relationship.

4.2   The complexity of Tourism Market

Given that tourism is regarded as one of the largest and most powerful economic
structures  that serves  as  an  important  source of benefits  and  development oppor-
tunities for communities worldwide, the understanding of relations and interactions
betweenconstitutingentitiesoftourismmarketisessentialandrequiresacomprehen-
sive approach. According to Goeldner and Ritchie (2012), tourism can be defined as
"the processes, activities, and outcomes arising from the relationships and the inter-

actions anong tourists, tourism suppliers, host governments, host communities, and
sulTounding environments that are involved in the attracting and hosting of visitors".
Given that each tourism destination has its own setting and its own market players,
the relations  and interactions among market stakeholders cannot be considered as
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stereotype and simple, but rather as complex and multi-causal, generating different
iutcomes and prompting different concerns.

In  the  context of cultural  tourism  market,  the  analysis  of the roles  of various

.Houps  that participate  in  and  are  affected by  tourism development reveals  seven
key destination stakeholders whose missions, goals and activities determine the way
(ourism is developed:

I.    rowrI.sum demcz#cZ-a heterogeneous  group  of tourists  (and excursionists)  who
travel away from home or stop by while on tour for a variety of cultural purposes,
e.g. to enjoy architectural heritage and visual arts, visit historical sites or famous
museums,  attend some traditional dance performance, participate in a creative
workshop and buy locally produced handicrafts and souvenirs;

:.    rowrz.sin sz4ppJy-a variety ofbusinesses providing goods and services for visitors
attracted by cultural attractions, such as museums, theatres, art galleries, cultural
performance venues, cultural routes, archaeological sites and theme parks, but
also  standard tourist services  like transportation,  accommodation, restaurants,

pubs, shops, tour guides and communication services;
_I.   Pwb/I.c sccJOJ~-represented  by the government structures  at local, regional  or

national  level that are  in charge for tourism development planning  and policy
making, provision of the legal  framework for cultural heritage protection  and
management,  regulations  for tourism  service providing,  promotion of tourism
destinations and attractions, provision of stable business environment, etc.;

I.   fJosf  commz/"!.ty-local  residents  in  urban  or  rural  settings  affected  by  and
involved in tourism development, whose local cultural values and local distinc-
tiveness serve as tourist attractions that bring expected benefits to host commu-
nity in terms of increase of employmcht, income, local taxes and entrepreneurial
activities, encourage community spirit and local pride, etc.;

5.   IVo%-pro¢/ sccfor-a subset of civil society that includes various non-profit asso-
ciations  (NPAs)  and  non-governmental  organizations  (NGOs),  like  local  and
regional  cultural  associations  and  cultural  societies,  performing  arts  institu-
tions,local action groups, cultural heritage-related voluntary groups and cultural
activists;

6.   „edz.cz-newspapers,  magazines,  billboards,  virtual  platforms,  television  and
radio channels and other medias for advertising and distribution of news and other
information valuable to local residents, businesses, policy makers and visitors,
which have powerful influence on creating public opinion, launching changes in
the community, protecting public goods, increasing public awareness, etc.; and

-.   Acc}cJeme-represented  by  the prominent  universities,  faculties,  institutes  and

schools, including their scientists, researchers, professors and lecturers, who use
scientific approach and methods for shaping the future of tourism development by
providing vision, plans, strategies, education, audit and policy recommendations
for different tourism market players.

Previously mentioned destination stakeholders create a complex network of rela-
[ionsthatcanbeobservedascompetitiveorco-operative,dependingontheirinterests,
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goalsandactivities.Whenitcomestotheculturaltourismmarket,itmustbeempha-
sized  that such a multifaceted tourism product attracts  visitors  whose motivation,
interests, previous experiences and cultural backgrounds create a myriad of nalTow
marketsegmentslookingforspecializedtourismproducts,developedandoptimized
tomeettheirdemands.Eachofthesesegmentshasdifferentprofileandexpectations,
and therefore implies specially designed cultural tourisms product that must be visi-
ble, recognizable, accessible and attractive. Once a visitors' interest for a particular
cultural tourism product is recognized,  it activates the supply-side, regulatory and
non-profitstakeholderstoparticipateinproductdesign,developmentandimplemen-
tation, including heritage protection and authenticity verification activities. It seems
important to point  out that cultural  tourism products,  particularly  heritage-based,
must fit into the framework of local cultural identity, destination development con-
ceptandmarketingstrategy,followingthestrictguidelinesandpemissionsprovided
by local authorities, and under the supervision of heritage protection institutions.

When focused on tourism destination setting, the relations between local tourism
market players are regularly influenced by the social, cultural, political, technologi-
cal,legalandnaturalenvironments.Isolatedobservationofanyoftheseenvironments
is misleading due to interconnectedness and interdependence between them, so an
interdisciplinary and systematic approach to analysis of relations between various
environments and tourism market is more than necessary.

Another important aspect of analysing relations between tourism market stake-
holdersistheintemationalcontextoftourismdevelopmentandbusinessoperations,
whichisheavilyinfluencedbyinternationalorganizations(e.g.UnitedNationsWorld
Tourismorganization),internationalprofessionalassociations(e.g.WorldTraveland
Tourism Council) and multinational corporations (e.g. TUI AG), which use intema-
tional agreements, standards and principles to manage and adjust relations among
market players at the local level.

For more than  four decades,  tourism market is  no longer driven  solely by tra-
ditional  (direct)  interactions  between  demand,  supply  and  intermediaries,  but has
shiftedasignificantpartofitsbusinessoperationstothevirtual(digital)environment.
The Internet and information technologies have radically changed the way market
players operate, allowing them to increase interactivity and visibility on the market.
According to Buhalis and Law (2008), the Internet has changed tourism market by
altering  barriers  to entry,  minimising  switching costs, revolutionising distribution
channels, facilitating price transparency and competition, while enhancing produc-
tion efficiency.  It has  also radically  changed  the  way  that  tourism businesses  are
conductedinthemarketplace,aswellashowvisitorsinteractwithserviceproviders
and organizations.

Thegrowingcomplexityofrelationsontourismmarketimpliestheintroductionof
adestinationmanagement,asmulti-partandindependentbodythatcoordinatesdes-
tination stakeholders' activities and develops a common market strategy. No matter
whether established as an organization (DMO) or as a company (DMC), destination
managementshouldsupportsynergiceffortsfromallstakeholdersinordertoimprove
diversity and quality of destination tourism offer. According to Corak and Borani6
Zivoder(2017),unlikeadecadeortwoago,contemporarydestinationmanagement
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TLs far more complex and driven by an acute need to ensure sustainable destination

de`'elopment through optimal use of resources and welfare of the local community.

J3   The characteristics of Tangible cultural Heritage

_L` cultural industries produce cultural products, cultural heritage represents an ade-

quate  tool  in doing  so.  Cultural heritage  involved  in a cultural product  serves  as
3 background for special interest tourism development, namely cultural tourism or
heritage tourism. According to Riganti and Nijkamp (2007), cultural heritage is con-
sidered to be  a property  of historical,  cultural  and  socio-economic  importance  in
modern society and, as such, cannot be considered as an ordinary capital good.

The characteristics of TCH are manifold, having both economic and cultural val-
ues incorporated in its essence. The cultural value is responsible for differentiation
Llt` these assets from others, while in practice, regarding the management of heritage
siles, "assigning an appropriate value to heritage assets and to the services they pro-
`ide is an all-pervading problem, whether the value sought is economic, cultural or
a mix of the two" (Throsby 2012). Analogously, TCH is often perceived as a prop-
.rTy of historical, socio-cultural and economic importance for a tourism destination.
Elamining TCH from the cultural heritage economics perspective and its behaviour
un the market, TCH gives rise to two types of values: (1) ecojtomz.c (market values)
and (2) #o#-cco#omz.c vc}Jwes (cultural, aesthetic, symbolic, spiritual and historical),
•-hich both  subsequently produce impacts  within  a tourism destination.  The eco-
nomic  value  of cultural  heritage  is  often  referred  to  as  the  z6se  vcz/I/e  or  #o#-%Jc
i-a/iic, or mczrkef and #o7!-mczrfecf vczJz4e (Navrud and Ready 2002). The cultural val-
ues of TCH are numerous ; therefore, measurements of solely economic value cannot
represent the result of the entire valuation process. Each type of heritage value has
Its own methodology and techniques used to estimate it.  They can be divided into
r`-o basic groups, economic and non-economic valuation methods (Mate5i6 2016).

Moreover,  heritage  value  and  its  commercialization  for  tourism  purposes  has
.Teated favourable conditions "for investment and income production, and generated
debate about the economic and non-economic impacts of the process [occurTing] on
sites. . . and on the people who live and work around heritage sites. The debate over
commercialization raises ethical, practical, and technical questions. . ." (Gould and
Burtenshaw 2014).  Tourism related economic activities developed around cultural
heritage site may generate:  (a) dztecJ eco#omz.c e#ecJs, such as increase of income
from entry fees or food service on-site,  and (b) I."cJ!.recf eco#omz.c e#ects, such as

.ieb  creation  and  new  business  opportunities  off-site,  in  the  nearby  communities.
TTiese effects can be considered as positive commercialisation impacts. However, the
estimation of the cultural heritage value and potential spillovers in the local economy
from investing into cultural heritage is rather difficult to carry  out.  Moreover,  the
effects of investing into cultural heritage are "diverse and vary by site, project and
|``.er time" (Bowitz and Ibenholt 2009).
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Apart from its positive effects, the commercialization of cultural heritage can have
detrimental ones too. For example, overcrowding of the site and potential degradation
of the physical environment due to foot traffic or pollution; disrupted aesthetic value
of the  site due to construction  of facilities  designed to  serve  visitors  and  staff or

presence of massive numbers of stands with souvenirs on site; commoditization of
heritageulisassociate  the  meaning  of traditional  artefacts,  practices,  and  people
from their original context and presents them for display and enjoyment by visitors,
who may not appreciate their cultural significance (Timothy and Nyaupane 2009);
displacement of long-standing residents  from areas  demarked to become heritage
sites, etc. (Gould and Burtenshaw 2014).

Non-economic  positive  effects  of cultural  heritage  valorisation  could  be  seen
in  the enforcement of the  identity  of local  community  and  fostering the pride  of
local people. Such non-economic effects generated within societies on national and
regional level are observed as social cohesion and integration of marginalised groups
(Bouchard 2009);  building of a new value system (Ingelhart 2000);  affirmation of
creativity, talents and excellence; development of cultural diversity, national identity
and the identity of different cultural groups (Throsby 2001); facilitating creativity
and innovation  (Potts  and Cunningham 2008).  The mentioned impacts imply that
cultural heritage fosters affirmation of creativity, talents and excellence, facilitates
innovation,  enhances  social  cohesion  and enforces local  identity. There  are many

perceptions  regarding  cultural  heritage  and  roles  it plays  within  the  society.  The
context of TCH  within  the CHM  framework will be  elaborated  in greater detail
under the following title.

4.4    The concept of Tangible cultural Heritage

Prior to discussion on the concept of cultural heritage, it is relevant to point out the
approach to cultural heritage as a public good. "Cultural heritage goods are similar
to environmental goods in that they are typically public goods" (Navrud and Ready
2002). Regarding the economic theory of "public goods", economists define public
goods as being "non-rival" in consumption  and having  "non-excludable" benefits
(Hardin  2013).  The  pure  public  good  has  to  have  both  properties.  The  problem
associated with the concept of public goods is the so-called free-rider problem and
it closely  linked  to  the  properties  of public  goods.  Samuelson  (1954)  noted  that
"some  goods,  once  they  are  made  available  to  one person,  can  be  consumed  by

others at no additional  marginal cost; this condition  is commonly called jointness
of supply or non-rivalness of consumption.  Therefore, in standard price theory, in
which price tends to equate to marginal cost, such goods should have a zero price.
But if they are priced at zero, they will generally not be provided. In essence, price
theory  commends  free riding  on  the  provision  of such goods"  (Hardin  2013).  In
other words, "o#-rz.vcz/roz{s good is a good that several people can consume, without
diminishing its value and formally at no additional cost (Landriani and Pozzoli 2014).
In terms of cultural heritage, it means that two different people can enjoy an object
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`if cultural heritage at the same time without interfering with each other's enjoyment.
However,  the consuming value begins to diminish at the point when there are too
many people trying to do the same thing at the same time. Crowds are sometimes so
huge they obstruct the view on the object. In practice, many cultural heritage goods
have intermediate levels of rivalness, which means they are unable to accept limitless
numbers of visitors  (Navrud and Ready  2002).  Same authors refer to that kind of

goods as co#geffz.b/e public goods and distinguish them from pure public goods.
The  ej¥c/I/dczz7!./!.ty  is  another  important  aspect  of cultural  heritage  preservation

i `tavrud and Ready 2002). Private providers and owners see no interest in preserving
.`ultural  heritage  unless  they  receive  some  financial  benefits  from  it.  The  profit-
driven markets usually have insufficient interest to produce non-excludable goods.
Therefore,  the  conclusion  presents  itself and  can  be  rather  simplified.  If society
relies entirely  upon private  owners  of heritage  sites  or any  other type of cultural
heritage to preserve it, only the cultural heritage with high market demand will be

protected  (Navrud  and  Ready  2002).  In  this  respect,  heritage  tourism or cultural
tourism creates tremendous commercial opportunities for heritage sites producing
numerous activities and generating noteworthy financial gains.

Another feature of Samuelson's view on the public goods that would make them
problematic in practice is the impossibility of their exclusion.  Once supplied, it is
supposedly impossible to exclude anyone from the consumption of a public good. It
is often noted that this feature is analytically interesting, but empirically often beside
the point (Hardin 2013). Namely, #o#-eec/z4dczbJe public goods are the ones that each

person can benefit from and cannot be prevented from consuming it. Empirically, as
regardsculturalheritagetherearevariousdegreesofexcludability(NavrudandReady
:cO2). An artefact in museum can be excludable if a person does not buy an entry
ticket. Therefore, the museum excludes potential visitors who do not pay entrance
I-ees.  On  the other hand,  sightseeing  in  a historic  fortified town  is  not excludable
activity since there is no admission charge for visitors to enter heritage site.

The economic theory is interested in the nature of cultural heritage resources and
the need for public intervention for financing and regulating it (Landriani and Pozzoli
=014). If cultural heritage resources are perceived as generators of public services,
then their public nature would not be dependent on the legal status (public or private)
of the provider, but on the fact that it can satisfy community needs (Anselmi  1995).

With regard to this approach Landriani and Pozzoli (2014) proposed an advanced
|`lassification of public goods: :

•  comrmo# goods-Inspired by intergenerational solidarity, such as natural resources
and cultural heritage;

•  goods Z}eJo7tg!.J?g #cccsJczrz.Jy Jo p#b/z.c-Essential utilities can only  be benefited
by  the  state  or  local  authorities,  including  infrastructure  networks  that may  be
outsourced to private companies;

•  socz.cz/p#bJ!.c gooczs-Satisfy fundamental rights, such as health, housing and local

public services;
•  proflfc}b/e p#Z7Jz.c gooczs-That is residual category, referring to the private goods

that are property of public entities.
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Provided classification is based on the utility of goods regardless of their own-
ership. Cultural heritage assets can be regarded as common goods or common pool
of resources. The idea behind perceiving heritage assets as common goods assumes
that  the  commons  could  be  used  and  enjoyed,  but  not  exclusively  owned  by  an
individual (Lucarelli 2010) or a public entity. The exclusivity of the ownership can
sometimes lead to an  abuse of rights.  The abuse of the property rights represents
the threat to those organizational principles set within Public International Law and
the Constitution of each state. The solution could be sought in creation of the "uni-
versal ownership" to avoid unilateral ownership and property rights abuse at legal
level. Nevertheless, public institutions should serve as providers of the public wel-
fare and therefore cultural heritage assets should be perceived as assets of its citizens
(Lucarelli 2010).  However,  the category of common assets requires a new way of
management, different from those ruled by market regulations and the laws of the
State (Landriani and Pozzoli 2014).

Regarding the conceptualization of TCH, based on the literature review on CHM

provided  by  du  Cros  and  Lee  (2007),  could  be  perceived  that  scientists  tend  to
approach cultural heritage issues from different points of view. They associate cul-
tural heritage assets with the notions of:

1.   Powe7--Power tensions in CHM are known to arise in regard to issues of control
over heritage activities (du Cros and Lee 2007) and public-private partnerships
especially in the area of local participation in CHM (Stenseke 2009). Issues over
heritage assets can be found in other domains of politics,  such as colonialism
and repatriation of cultural property (AusAnthrop 2006), human remains (Pardoe
1991), and indigenous autonomy and land rights (Lilley 2000).

2.    gwczJz.ty o//z/e-Attitudes on cultural heritage preservation and conservation are
different.  They can  be either negative  seeing  heritage  as  a burden  of the past
(Tunbridge  and  Ashworth  1996)  or positive  perceiving  it  to be  important for
community or individual reaffirmation (Lowenthal 1988), for creativity and eco-
nomic development and eventually for better quality of life (Hall 2002). Debates
about tourism impacts within CHM discourse in relation to sustainable tourism
development are very common among researchers (e.g. Hall and Lew 2009).

3.    Specz.czJz.sf cljtcz commz4#g.ty cczre-Relations between stakeholders can sometimes
be undergoing a lot of pressure, and collision of opinions is most likely to occur.
The different and conflicting interests can sometimes arise among stakeholder

groups about "who knows best regarding what criteria and principles should be
followed" (Stone  1992). Cultural heritage specialists are considered to be more
experienced and skilful than other destination stakeholders, but without the help
of community they cannot become experts in heritage management (Hall 2002).
Moreover, public, private and third-sector partnerships for the conservation of
the historic urban environment are increasingly playing a pivotal role in these

processes (Macdonald 2011).
4.    CommodJ.tylommercialization processes have led to the commodification of

cultural heritage in order to satisfy the needs of different users, usually tourists.
Comprehending cultural heritage as an asset or commodity has its roots in the
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capital theory. Many scientists have researched the commodification of cultural
heritage assets and its impacts (Cohen  1988), and the issues of authenticity of
cultural heritage (e.g. Mclntosh and Prentice 1999).

Therefore, the issues of the allocation of power, public-private cooperation, qual-
:p- of life and sustainable community development, processes of commodification,
unthenticity and dichotomies between specialist and community knowledge in man-

¥ing cultural heritage represent key issues regarding the concept of TCH and its
management practices. Additionally, the understanding of not only the concepts of
TCH, but also of its key features or properties, its behaviour on profit-driven markets,
:ts values and valuation processes, as well as economic and non-economic impacts
Et generates, enables further research on relationship between TCH and the tourism
market and thus establishment of the model and its various input and output variables.

J5   The Interrelation Between Tangible cu]tura] Heritage
and Tourism

The relations between tourism stakeholders and CHM have many forms and have
hEen studied so far by many scientists. Commonly, tourism stakeholders are responsi-
ble for the promotion and development of tourism product and CHM for the provision
and conservation of cultural heritage assets (MCKercher et al. 2005). Same authors
L`onsider this relationship to be somehow "awkward" and set between the conflict/co-
iiperation dichotomies. CHM and tourism relationship is claimed to be conflicting
I Jansen-Verbeke  1998).  The cultural heritage authorities often blames tourism for
``ommodification  and  the  compromise  of cultural  values  for the  sake  of earnings
I Urry  1990; ICOMOS  1999), but at the same time, tourism stakeholders argue that
the  tourism  values  are  seriously  weakened  when  that  kind  of attitude  prevails  in
CHM (Fyall and Garrod 1996). The part of dichotomy regarding co-operation states
that partnership in management of cultural heritage assets can bring many opportu-
hities to all stakeholders. It has been argued that heritage tourism revives people's
.`ultural roots (Donert and Light  1996) and culture as a tourist attraction is a pow-
erful tool for conservation of region's historic, cultural, religious and industrial past
i Frew and Shaw  1995). Furthermore, the relationships are affected by many differ-
ent circumstances occulTing within the tourism destination. MCKercher et al. (2005)
found,  while analysing relationship between tourism and CHM in the established
urban destination of Hong Kong, that there are five conditions which influence this
relationship: (1) the independent evolution of tourism and CHM; (2) the politically
imposed power balance between stakeholders; (3) the diversity of stakeholders with
different levels  of knowledge;  (4)  the diversity  of heritage  assets  under consider-
ation;  and  (5)  the  different ways  in  which  assets  can be  consumed.  Some  of the
tourism destinations have been faced with the independent evolution of tourism and
CHM meaning that tourism and CHM operate separately "in parallel, but indepen-
dent worlds" (MCKercher et al. 2005) where each role has been clearly defined and
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there is no need for interference. Problem arises when domains of stakeholders start
to overlap and the borders get crossed.

Since tourism and CHM occurs within the context of government policies and
legislation,  shifting the power balance between the stakeholders strongly depends
on  the  government  and  their politics.  Pro-tourism  government might not  include
heritage legislation in tourism policies in order to encourage tourism development.
On the contrary, strong heritage legislation can be used to transfer the power to the
cultural sector and away from tourism.

Diversity  of  stakeholders  in  the  tourism-CHM  relationship  is  extensive.  It
includes so-called CHM community, private sector property owners and developers,
tourist boards and local tourism promotion agencies, government heritage agencies,
traditional  owners,  users  and  cultural  custodians,  tour operators, the  national  and
international travel trade, tourism media and tourists.

The model  provides  the  description  of a given  system  of the  tourism-CHM
relationship with the intention to explain input variables,  the government policies
representingtheenvironmentinwhichitoccursandpossiblerelationsbetweenmany
stakeholders and thus manifold outcomes of the relationships. It could serve as a tool
formoreeffectivemanagementoftouristattractionsandbroadlyasastrategicsupport
in the domain of tourism destination planning and development.
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